
 

LOW MINIMUM ORDER 

   (just 12 per product) 
 

NOT FOUND IN 

Costco, PetSmart, Petco, 

Target, K-mart 



Spray on pets following 

bathing or grooming to help 

with general animal odors. 

Made Specially For: 

 

GREAT 

FOR BRAND 

RECOGNITION  

AND TO  

INCREASE CLIENT  

RETENTION 

Private Labels are available on all Sittin 

Pretty dog treats and grooming products! 

Easily incorporate your business name  

and logo on our Standard Labels  

or use one of our Private Label  

Templates for a more unique look.  

You can even create your own  

label design and send it in! 
 

LOW MINIMUM!!  
Products only need to be ordered  

in quantities of 12 or more to receive 

complimentary private labels.  
 

For more information, please contact  

Brittany at barabe@adlvet.com 

MADE SPECIALLY FOR: 

YOUR 

BUSINESS 

HERE 



THINGS TO CONSIDER: 

1. Label Sizes Differ per Product. Please know which products and sizes you are wanting to 

private label and contact Brittany at barabe@adlvet.com to get the correct  label 

dimensions. Keep in mind that even between the same product line (i.e. Meaty Sticks), 

label orientation can change from portrait to landscape. To be safe, it is important to 

make sure your design will work in either format. 

2. Colors May Vary. Due to different monitor and printer settings, colors may vary slightly on 

final labels. 

3. We Can Help! If  you have an idea but need help with the execution, let us help you create 

the perfect label! Contact Brittany at barabe@adlvet.com for graphic design help.  

4. Label Creation Time Varies. Label designing is longest part of  the label making process if  

you are a new customer. Label designs will be submitted to the customer and any changes 

requested will be performed. Depending on the intricacy of  the design idea requested, 

the label designing process can take anywhere from 1-2 days to a couple weeks before 

the best label is chosen. Final proofs will always be submitted for customer authorization 

or additional change requests. Once a final label is agreed upon, the order will be filled 

the same as standard Sittin Pretty orders. Because we will have the label design saved, 

the customer’s next order will be completed much more quickly. If  you are using one of  

our templates (just name and contact info added) or sending in a finalized label, product 

will be sent out just as fast as standard orders. 

 

IF YOU ARE SENDING ARTWORK/LOGO OR A FINALIZED LABEL, PLEASE MAKE 

SURE YOU: 

1. Send high resolution artwork/logos in  PNG, JPEG or PDF Format 

2. List all fonts used (or you would like to be used) for the label. If  possible, please include 

the font file. 

3. Add at least a 0.125 inch bleed for all labels 

4. Include the Net Weight on front label. Can also be included on the back label, but is 

mandatory on the front label. Also needs to include both standard and metric 

measurements 

5. List Ingredients and Guaranteed Analysis. Can be either on the front or back label, but 

must match product information on Price List. 

6. Do not use registered trademarks or images without that company’s consent 

7. Proofread all labels. Sittin Pretty will review submitted labels, but will not be held 

responsible for typos, spelling errors, etc. that may be overlooked. 
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